
Glossary:

• Allele 
different forms of the same 
gene sometimes referred to as 
variants.

• Chromosome 
the structure made of DNA that 
codes for all the characteristics 
of an organism.

• Dominant 
the phenotype will be apparent 
in the offspring even if only one 
of the alleles is inherited.

• Evolution 
is a change in the inherited 
characteristics of a population 
over time through a process of 
natural selection which may 
result in the formation of a new 
species.

• Gamete 
Sex cell (sperm in males and 
ova/eggs in females).

• Gene  
The basic unit of genetic 
material inherited from our 
parents. A gene is a section of 
DNA.

• Genotype 
the genetic makeup of an 
individual for a particular 
characteristic, for example hair 
or eye colour.

• Heterozygous 
individual with different alleles 
for a characteristic.

• Homozygous
individual with two identical 
alleles for a characteristic.

• Phenotype
the physical appearance / 
biochemistry of an individual for 
a particular characteristic.

• Recessive 
a phenotype that will only show 
up in the offspring if both of the 
alleles coding for that 
characteristic are inherited.

Sexual reproduction involves the joining (fusion) of male and 
female gametes: 

• sperm and egg cells in animals 

• pollen and egg cells in flowering plants. 

In sexual reproduction there is mixing of genetic information which 
leads to variety in the offspring. 

The formation of gametes involves meiosis. 

Asexual reproduction involves only one parent and no fusion of 
gametes. 

There is no mixing of genetic information. 

This leads to genetically identical offspring (clones). 

Only mitosis is involved.
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Meiosis 

Cells in reproductive organs divide by meiosis to form 
gametes. 

When a cell divides to form gametes: 

• copies of the genetic information are made 

• the cell divides twice to form four gametes, each with 
a single set of chromosomes 

• all gametes are genetically different from each other. 

Gametes join at fertilisation to restore the normal 
number of chromosomes. The new cell divides by 
mitosis. The number of cells increases. As the embryo 
develops cells differentiate. 

The genetic material in the nucleus of a cell is composed of a chemical called 
DNA. 

DNA is a polymer made up of two strands forming 
a double helix.

The DNA is contained in structures called 
chromosomes. 

A gene is a small section of DNA on a 
chromosome. 

Each gene codes for a particular sequence 
of amino acids, to make a specific protein. 

Some disorders are inherited. 

These disorders are caused by the inheritance of certain 
alleles. 

• Polydactyly (having extra fingers or toes) is caused by 
a dominant allele. 

• Cystic fibrosis (a disorder of cell membranes) is 
caused by a recessive allele.

Ordinary human body cells contain 23 pairs 
of chromosomes. 
22 pairs control characteristics only, but the 
23rd the pair carries the genes that determine 
sex. 

• In females the sex chromosomes are the 
same (XX). 
• In males the chromosomes are different 
(XY). 

The theory of evolution by 
natural selection states 
that all species of living 
things have evolved from 
simple life forms that first 
developed more than 
three billion years ago. 

Selective breeding 
(artificial selection) is the 
process by which humans 
breed plants and animals 
for particular genetic 
characteristics
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Glossary:
• Variation
Difference between individuals.
• DNA
Deoxyribonucleic acid. The 
material inside the nucleus of 
cells.
• Double helix
The shape of the DNA molecule.
Nucleotide
The units or molecules of which 
DNA or RNA is composed.
• Protein synthesis
The production of proteins from 
amino acids, which happens in 
the ribosomes of the cell.
• Ribosome
The site of protein synthesis.
• Mutation
A random and spontaneous 
change in the structure of a 
gene, chromosome or number 
of chromosomes.
• Clone
An organism that is genetically 
identical to another organism.
• Cloning
A scientific method by which 
genetically identical copies are 
made of animals or plants.

• Cuttings
Part of a plant stem, leaf, or root 
cut off and used for producing a 
new plant. An artificial 
propagation method.
• Evolution
The change of inherited 
characteristics within a 
population over time through 
natural selection, which may 
result in the formation of a new 
species.
• Natural selection
The natural process whereby 
the best-adapted individuals 
survive longer, have more 
offspring and thereby spread 
their characteristics. Sometimes 
referred to as ‘survival of the 
fittest”
• Species
A type of organism that is the 
basic unit of classification. 
Individuals of different species 
are not able to interbreed 
successfully.
• Speciation
The formation of new and 
distinct species in the course of 
evolution.

Sexual & Asexual Reproduction

There are advantages to sexual and asexual reproduction, so some 
organisms reproduce using both methods depending on the 

circumstances: 

Reproduction advantages/disadvantages

Sexual Asexual

Needs two parents.
Only one parent needed 

(quicker).

Produces variation in the 
offspring.

Identical offspring (no variation).

If the environment changes 
variation gives a survival

advantage by natural 
selection.

Vulnerable to rapidly changing 
conditions due to lack of 

variation.

Negative mutations are not 
always inherited.

Negative mutation can affect all 
offspring.

Natural selection can by 
speeded up using selective
breeding to increase food 

production.

Food/medicine production can 
be extremely quick.

Malarial
parasites

Reproduce asexually in the human host, but 
sexually inside a mosquito.

Fungi
Reproduce asexually by spores, and sexually
to give variation.
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DNA

DNA is polymer made from four 
different nucleotides. Each 

nucleotide consists of a common 
sugar, phosphate group and one of 

4 different bases A, C, G & T

In DNA the complementary strands C, A, 
T, G always link in the same way. 
C always linked to G 
on the opposite strand and 
A to T.

Protein Synthesis Proteins have many different vital functions in our 
body.
• Enzymes – all made from protein.
• Hormones – all made from protein.
• Antibodies – all made from protein.
• Structural components such as muscle, hair and 
nail tissue.
Genes provide the instructions to make the 
required protein from amino acids.

Mutations occur continuously during cell division. 
Most of the time when a mutation occurs, the 
change to the coding of DNA is so slight it does not 
affect the protein being made. 
Occasionally a mutation does change the DNA code 
enough to result in an altered protein with a 
different shape. 

Active site binds with the substrate. Mutated active site has a different shape and no 
longer binds with the substrate.
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Cloning
Adult Stem Cloning

Concern: some people have ethical 
objections to adult cell cloning e.g. 

welfare of the animals.

Embryo Transplant  Cloning

Cloning techniques in plants/animals

Tissue
culture

Small groups of cells to 
grow new plants. Important 

for preservation of rare 
plants and commercially in 

nurseries.

Cuttings
Part of a plant is cut off and 

grown into full plant.

Embryo 
transplants

Splitting apart cells from 
animals embryo before they 

become specialised. New 
clone embryos are inserted 
into womb of adult female.

Tissue Culture
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Theories of Evolution
Charles Darwin

Theory of 
evolution by 

natural 
selection.

Individual organisms within a particular species show 
a wide range of variation for a characteristic.

Individual most suited to the environment are more 
likely to breed successfully.

Characteristics enable individuals to survive are then 
passed on to the next generation.

Alfred Wallace

Independently proposed 
the theory of evolution

by natural selection

Published joint writings with Darwin in 
1858.

Worked worldwide gathering evidence.

Best know for work on warning 
colouration in animals and his theory of 
speciation.

Charles
Darwin ‘On 

the Origin of 
the Species’ 

(1859)

Published the 
theory of 

evolution by 
natural 

selection

Slowly accepted; challenged 
creation theory (God), 
insufficient evidence at time, 
mechanism of inheritance not 
yet known.

Other theories e.g. Lamarckism are based on the 
idea that changes occur in an organism during its 

lifetime which can be inherited. We now know that 
in the vast majority of cases this cannot occur.

Speciation

Due to isolation of a 
population of a species e.g. 
species are split across far 

apart islands.

Environmental conditions 
differ for populations e.g. 
types of food available, 

habitat.

Individuals in each 
population most suited to 

their environments are more 
likely to breed successfully.

Over long periods of time 
each population will have 

greater differences in their 
genotype.

If two populations of one 
species become so different 
in phenotype that they can 

no longer interbreed to 
produce fertile offspring they 

have formed two new 
species.
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The understanding of genetics 

Gene theory is the idea that genes are the unit of inheritance. 
The theory has changed many times as new evidence becomes 
available. 
Many scientists have contributed to the current understanding. 
Mendel died long before the idea of gene theory was developed.

G
re

go
r

M
en

d
el

In the mid 19th

century carried out 
breeding experiments 

on plants

Inheritance of each 
characteristic is 
determined by units that 
are passed on to 
descendants unchanged.

Led to gene theory being developed but not until long after 
Mendel died.

Further understanding of genetics

Improving technology allowed new observations.

Mid 19th Century – Gregor Mendel 
One of Mendel's observations on pea plants was that the 
inheritance of each characteristic is determined by ‘units’ 
that are passed on to descendants unchanged.

Late 19th Century
The behaviour of chromosomes during cell division was 
observed.

Early 20th Century
It was noticed that chromosomes and Mendel’s units behaved 
similarly. This led to the idea that units now called genes were 
located on chromosomes. 

Mid 20th century 
The structure of DNA was determined and the mechanism of 
gene function worked out.
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Glossary:

• Finite resource

A resource that isn’t 
replaced at a quick 
enough rate to be 
considered replaceable. 

• Renewable resource

A resource that can be 
made at the same or 
similar rate as it’s being 
used. 

• Natural resource 

A resource formed 
without human input. 

• Sustainable 
development 

An approach to 
development that takes 
into account the needs 
of present society while 
not damaging the lives 
of those in the future.   

• Life cycle assessment
An assessment of the 

environmental impact of 
a product over the 
course of its life. 

• Bioleaching 

The process by which a 
metal is separated from 
its ore using bacteria. 

• Phytomining 

The process by which a 
metal is extracted from 
soil by using plants.

• Potable water 

Water that is safe for 
drinking. 

• Pure substance 

A substance that only 
contains one substance 
(compound or element) 
throughout.

• Distillation 

A way of separating out 
a liquid from a mixture. 

Sustainable development 

Humans use the Earth’s resources to provide warmth, shelter, food and transport. Natural 
resources, supplemented by agriculture, provide food, timber, clothing and fuels. Finite 
resources from the Earth, oceans and atmosphere are processed to provide energy and 
materials. Chemistry plays an important role in improving agricultural and industrial processes 
to provide new products and in sustainable development.

Potable water

Water of appropriate quality is essential for life. For humans, drinking water should have 
sufficiently low levels of dissolved salts and microbes. Potable water is not pure water in the 
chemical sense because it contains dissolved substances. The methods used to produce 
potable water depend on available supplies of water and local conditions. 
In the United Kingdom (UK), rain provides water with low levels of dissolved substances (fresh 
water) that collects in the ground and in lakes and rivers, and most potable water is produced 
by: 

• choosing an appropriate source of fresh water 
• passing the water through filter beds 
• sterilising

Sterilising agents used for potable water include chlorine, ozone or ultraviolet light. If supplies 
of fresh water are limited, desalination of salty water or sea water may be required. 
Desalination can be done by distillation or by processes that use membranes such as reverse 
osmosis. These processes require large amounts of energy.
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Potable water RPA –
Distillation 
1) Test the pH of the water 
using pH meter or universal 
indicator. 
If pH is too high or low, you’ll 
need to neutralise it.
2) Set up the equipment as 
shown in the diagram. 
3) As the water in the flask 
heats up, it’ll evaporate 
(becomes a gas).
The evaporated water enters 
the condenser as steam. 
The drop in temperature inside 
the condenser, due to the cold 
water around it, will cause the 
steam to condense back into 

liquid water. 
4) Collect the water running out 
of the condenser in a conical 
flask/beaker.
5) Retest the pH to ensure 
solution is neutral.
Salt crystals remain in the round 
bottomed flask. 

Potable water RPA –
Dissolved solids 
1) Tare the weighing balance by 
pressing the ‘Tare’ button on the 
weighing balance.  
2) Accurately weigh an empty 
evaporating basin and record to two 
decimal places. 
3) Measure 10 ml of sample 1 and 
transfer the liquid into the evaporation 
basin. 
4) Use the universal indicator paper to 
measure the pH of the water sample. 
5) Heat the evaporating basin on a 
tripod and gauze using a Bunsen 
burner until the solids start to form 
and the majority of water has 
evaporated. 

6) Weigh the cooled evaporating basin 
again and calculate the mass of the 
solids that were dissolved in the water. 
7) Record your results in a table.
8) Repeat steps 1–7 with other 
samples. 

Life Cycle Assessments 

The stages of the lifetime of a product can 
be seen as: 1) Getting the raw materials, 2) 
Manufacturing and packaging, 3) Using the 
product, 4) Product disposal. 

At each stage certain factors need to be 
considered, including the amount of energy 
that is needed, how much water and other 
resources are used, the amount of 
pollution produced, how much waste is 
formed and how this waste is disposed of.
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Waste water treatment

Metal extraction (HT only)  

Reducing impact 

The reduction in use, reuse and 
recycling of materials by end users 
reduces the use of limited 
resources, use of energy sources, 
waste and environmental impacts. 
Metals, glass, building materials, 
clay ceramics and most plastics are 
produced from limited raw 
materials. Much of the energy for 
the processes comes from limited 
resources. Obtaining raw materials 
from the Earth by quarrying and 
mining causes environmental 
impacts. Some products, such as 
glass bottles, can be reused. Glass 
bottles can be crushed and melted 
to make different glass products. 
Other products cannot be reused 
and so are recycled for a different 
use. 
Metals can be recycled by melting 
and recasting or reforming into 
different products. The amount of 
separation required for recycling 
depends on the material and the 
properties required of the final 
product. For example, some scrap 
steel can be added to iron from a 
blast furnace to reduce the amount 
of iron that needs to be extracted 
from iron ore. 

1) Screening – Before being treated the sewage is 
screened – this involves removing any large bits of 
material (like twigs or plastic bags) as well as any 
grit. 

2) Sedimentation – The screened waste is allowed to 
stand in a settlement tank and undergoes 
sedimentation. The heavier suspended solids sink 
to the bottom to produce sludge while the less 

dense effluent floats on the top.  
3) Aerobic digestion – The effluent in the settlement 

tank is removed and treated by biological aerobic 
digestion. This is when air is pumped through the 
water to encourage aerobic bacteria to break 
down any organic matter, including other 
microbes in the water.

4)    Anaerobic digestion – The sludge from the bottom of 
the settlement tank is also removed and transferred into 
large tanks. Here it gets broken down by bacteria in a 
process called anaerobic digestion. Anaerobic digestion 
breaks down the organic matter in the sludge, releasing 
methane gas in the process. The methane gas can be used 
as an energy source and the remaining digested waste can 
be used as a fertiliser.  

The metal compounds can be processed to obtain the metal. For example, copper can be obtained from solutions of 
copper compounds by displacement using scrap iron or by electrolysis. 

The Earth’s resources of metal ores are limited. Copper ores are becoming scarce and new ways of extracting 
copper from low-grade ores include phytomining, and bioleaching. Low-grade ores contain only a very small amount 
of copper. Therefore, it is harder to extract the copper economically from these ores. 
These methods avoid traditional mining methods of digging, moving and disposing of large amounts of rock.
Phytomining – plants are grown on land containing the metal compounds. The plants absorb the metal compound 
and they concentrate it in their tissue. The plants are then harvested and burned. At the end, the ash contains a 
relatively high concentration of the metal compound. 
Bioleaching – bacteria are mixed with the low-grade ore. The bacteria convert copper compounds in the ore into 
soluble copper compounds, separating out the copper from the ore in the process.  The leachate (the solution 
produced by the process) contains copper ions, which can be extracted by electrolysis or displacement. 
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Glossary:

• Corrosion
The destruction 
of materials by 
chemical 
reactions with 
substances in the 
environment. 
• Rusting
A corrosion process 
in which iron or 
steel reacts with 
oxygen and water.
• Sacrificial 

protection
A more reactive 
metal than iron, 
attached to an iron 
or steel object to 
prevent the object 
rusting.
• Galvanisation
Coating iron or 
steel with a layer of 
zinc to prevent 
rusting.
• Alloy
a mixture of two 

or more elements, 
at least one of 
which is a metal.

• Composite 
material

Material made 
from two or more 
different materials 
with contrasting 
properties.
• Borosilicate 

glass 
made by heating 
sand with boron 
trioxide.
• Ceramic
a hard brittle 
material made by 
firing clay and 
similar substances. 
an object made 
from such a 
material.
• Polymer
A large molecule 
formed from many 
identical smaller 
molecules known 
as monomers.

Corrosion

An example of this is iron rusting; iron 

reacts with oxygen from the air to form 
iron oxide (rust) water needs to be 
present for iron to rust. 

Preventing 

corrosion

Examples of this are greasing, painting 

and electroplating. Aluminium has an 
oxide coating that protects the metal 
from further corrosion.

Sacrificial

corrosion

This means that the coating will react 

with the air and not the underlying 
metal. An example of this is zinc used to 
galvanise iron.

Composite
materials

A mixture of 
materials put 
together for a 

specific purpose 

e.g. strength

Soda-lime glass, made by heating sand, sodium 

carbonate and limestone. 

Borosilicate glass, made from sand and boron 
trioxide, melts at higher temperatures than
soda-lime glass.

MDF wood (woodchips, shavings, sawdust and 
resin)

Concrete (cement, sand and gravel)

Ceramic 
materials

Made from clay
Made by shaping wet clay and then heating in a 
furnace, common examples include pottery and 
bricks. 

Polymers
Many 

monomers can 
make polymers

These factors affect the properties of the 
polymer. Low density (LD) polymers and high 
density (HD) polymers are produced from 
ethene. These are formed under different 
conditions.

Corrosion & Alloys

Composites, Ceramics & Polymers 
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Glossary:
• Haber process
industrial 
chemical process 
that makes 
ammonia by 
reacting nitrogen 
and hydrogen 
together.
• Reversible 

reaction
A chemical 
reaction which 
can go both ways.
• Equilibrium
chemical 
reactions, a 
situation where 
the forward and 
backward 
reactions happen 
at the same rate, 
and the 
concentrations of 
the substances 
stay the same.
• Equilibrium 

position
A measure of the 
relative 

concentrations of 
substances in an 
equilibrium, 
showing if there 
are more 
reactants or 
products at 
equilibrium.
• Catalyst
A chemical or 
other agent that 
brings about a 
change in 
something else 
without 
necessarily 
changing itself.
• Fertiliser
A nutrient added 
to the soil to 
increase the soil 
fertility.
• NPK fertilisers
formulations of 

various salts 
containing 
appropriate 
percentages of 
the elements. 

The Haber Process.     3H2 + N2 2NH3

. 

Fertilisers

The Haber
process

Used to manufacture 
ammonia

Ammonia is used to produce fertilisers
Nitrogen + hydrogen   ammonia

Raw 
materials

Nitrogen from the air 
while hydrogen from 

natural gas

Both of these gases are purified before
being passed over an iron catalyst. This is 
completed under high temperature (about 
450⁰C) and pressure (about 200 
atmospheres).

Catalyst Iron
The catalyst speeds up both directions of 
the reaction, therefore not actually 
increasing the amount of valuable product. 

The reaction is reversible so some of ammonia breaks down into 
nitrogen and hydrogen. The reaction is exothermic and there are 
more moles of gas on the left hand side of the reaction.

The Haber process, a 
compromise in conditions.

A compromise on temperature 
and pressure leads to reduced 
costs and a more economically 

viable product.

Ammonium nitrate is a salt used as a fertiliser, produced from the 
reaction between ammonia and nitric acid.

NH3 + HNO3 → NH4NO3

NPK 

fertilisers

These contain 
nitrogen, 

phosphorous
and potassium

Formulations of various 
salts containing appropriate
percentages of the 
elements.

Fertiliser 

examples

Potassium 
chloride, 

potassium 
sulfate and 

phosphate rock 
are obtained 

by mining

Phosphate rock needs to be 

treated with an acid to 
produce a soluble salt 
which is then used as a 

fertiliser. Ammonia can be 
used to manufacture 

ammonium salts and nitric 
acid.
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Glossary:
• . Wavelength
Distance from one point on a 
wave to the same point of the 
next wave

• Amplitude
The maximum disturbance from 
its rest position

• Frequency 
Number of waves per second#

• Period
Time taken to produce 1 
complete wave

• Transverse wave
Vibration causing the wave is at 
right angles to the direction of 
energy transfer 

• Longitudinal wave
Vibration causing the wave is 
parallel to the direction of 
energy transfer 

• Electromagnetic spectrum
Continuous spectrum of 
transverse waves that travel at 
the same speed in a vacuum  or 
air.

Equations:

Wave speed (m/s) = frequency 
(Hz) X wavelength (m)

Wave period = 1 ÷ frequency 
(Hz) 

Speed (m/s) = distance (m) ÷
time (s)

Transverse waves

Identifying the parts of a wave

Year 11  Physics Term 1: Waves

For example: Water and light 
waves

• Show areas of compression and 
rarefaction

• For example sound waves travelling 
through air.

Longitudinal wave

The electromagnetic (EM) spectrum.
• A continuous spectrum formed from electromagnetic waves.
• EM waves are transverse waves.
• All EM waves travel at the same velocity through a vacuum or air 

(300 000 000 m/s).
• Grouped according to wavelength and frequency. 
• The eye can only detect visible light.



Required practical: Infrared Radiation

• Infrared radiation given out by hot objects.
• How much is absorbed or  depends on the surface.

Required practical : Ripple tank.

To measure frequency:
• Use a stopwatch.
• Count the number of waves that pass a certain point in a given time 

period.
• Divide the number of waves by the time to find out the time for one 

wave (T)
• Frequency = 1/T

To measure wavelength:
• Use a camera to freeze the image
• Use a metre rule to measure the distance between two wavefronts.
• Count the number of waves between the wavefronts.
• Wavelength = distance divided by number of waves.

To measure waves speed
• Determine mean values for frequency and wavelength.
• Measure time taken for one wavefront to travel the length of the 

screen.
• Measure the length of the screen.
• Speed = distance / time

EM wave Danger Use

Radio Safe. Communications, TV, radio.

Microwave Burning if 
concentrated.

Mobile phones, cooking, satellites.

Infrared Heating, remote controls, cooking.

Visible Damage to eyes. Illumination, photography, fibre optics.

Ultra violet Sunburn, cancer. Security marking, disinfecting water.

X-ray Cell destruction, 
mutation, 

cancer.

Broken bones, airport security.

Gamma Sterilising, detecting and killing cancer.

Black 
surfaces

Good emitters, 
good absorbers 

White
surfaces

Poor emitters, 
poor absorbers 

Shiny
surfaces

Good reflectors

Refraction
• When light travels into a different 
medium it will refract.
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EM Waves
Radio waves
• Transmitted easily through air. 
• Can be reflected to change their direction. 
• These properties make them ideal for communications.
• Radio waves can be produced by oscillations in electrical circuits. 

When radio waves are absorbed by a conductor, they create 
an alternating current. 

• This electrical current has the same frequency as the radio waves. 
Information is coded into the wave before transmission, which 
can then be decoded when the wave is received.

• Television and radio systems use this principle to broadcast 
information.

Refraction.
• Affected by the density of a material.
• The more dense a material, the slower the light will travel 

through it. Eg glass is more dense than air so light travels slower 
through glass than it does air.

• For a given frequency the wavelength is proportional to the 
wave speed.

• If the wave slows down then the wavelength will decrease.

The diagram shows that 
as a wave travels into a 
denser medium, such as 
water, it slows down 
and the wavelength 
decreases. Although the 
wave slows down, its 
frequency remains the 
same, due to the fact 
that its wavelength is 
shorter.

The right hand side of the incoming wave slows down before the 
left hand side does. This causes the wave to change direction.

Microwaves 
• High frequency microwaves have frequencies which are easily 

absorbed by molecules in food.
• The internal energy of the molecules increases when they 

absorb microwaves, which causes heating. 
• Microwaves pass easily through the atmosphere, so they can 

pass between stations on Earth and satellites in orbit.

Infrared 
• Infrared light has frequencies which are absorbed by some 

chemical bonds.
• The internal energy of the bonds increases when they absorb 

infrared light, which causes heating.
• This makes infrared light useful for electrical heaters and for 

cooking food. 
• All objects emit infrared light. 
• The human eye cannot see this light but infrared cameras can 

detect it. 
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Glossary:
• Reflection 
Waves bounce off a surface.
• Refraction
Process by which a wave 
changes speed and sometimes 
direction upon entering a 
denser or less dense medium.
• Transmitted
A wave is passed across or 
through a material (medium).
• Absorbed
Passes into but not out of, 
transfers energy and heats up 
the object.

• Sound waves
Longitudinal waves. particles  
vibrate parallel to the direction 
of wave travel.
• Ultrasound
Sound with a frequency greater 
than 20,000 Hz (20 kHz).
• Seismic waves
Waves travelling through the 
Earth, usually caused by an 
earthquake. There are two 
types, S waves and P waves. 
• Visible light
A range of the electromagnetic 
spectrum, where there is a
spectrum of colour.

Reflection

When light waves strike a boundary they can be reflected, 
absorbed or transmitted depending on the substance they strike.

Transmitted light passes 
through the object

Reflected light 
bounces off the object 
surface

Ultrasound waves are reflected 
to some extent when they 
reach a boundary between two 
substances. This can be used 
for medical scans to image 
internal organs or a foetus 
without the need for invasive 
surgery.

Hearing
Frequencies
between 20 
– 20,000 Hz

Longitudinal waves cause ear drum to 
vibrate, amplified by three ossicles 

which creates pressure in the cochlea.

SONAR :Echo location

Seismic 
Waves

P wave S wave Seismograph

Longitudinal Transverse Shows P and S waves arriving at 

different times.Fast Slow

Travel through 

solids and 
liquids

Travels

through 
solids 

By using the times the waves 

arrive at the monitoring centres, 
the epicentre of earthquake can 

be found. (v = x ÷ t).Produced by earthquakes.

Used to determine depth of 

objects under the sea.

Visible light
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Glossary:
• Lenses
Are precisely shaped pieces of 
glass.
• Concave
Curving inwards, rather than 
bulging outwards.
• Convex
An object or shape that curves 
or bulges outwards, like a circle 
or sphere.
• Focal length
The distance between the 
centre of the lens and the focal 
point.

• Focal Point 
The focus of a lens where light 

rays appear to converge or to 
diverge from.
• Real image
An image that is formed where 
the rays of light are focused.
• Virtual image
An image from which rays of 
light appear to come but do not 
do so in reality.
• Black body 
A perfect black body is an 
object that absorbs all of the 
radiation incident on it. A black 
body does not reflect or 
transmit any radiation. .

Lenses refract light to produce an image at a principal focus.

Focal Length Focal Length

Magnification of a lens is the ratio of object size to image size. 
Magnification =  image height 

object height
As this is a ratio there are no units for magnification.  

The image produced by a convex lens depends on the position of 
the object.
The object can be placed anywhere between the lens, the focal 
length (F) and twice the focal length (2F) of the lens.

Object at the focal length (F)

The black body absorbs all 
types of radiation, converts 
this into heat energy, then 
re-radiates the excess energy. 

The Earth behaves in a similar way to 
a black body.
Wavelengths of electromagnetic 
energy from the sun including 
ultraviolet, visible light and infrared, 
penetrate the Earth’s atmosphere and 
heat up the surface of the Earth.

Black Body
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Glossary:

• Base
Substances that react with 
acids in neutralisation reactions
• Alkali
A base that is soluble in water
• Salt
The product formed when an 
acid reacts with a base
• Neutralisation
The reaction between an acid 
and an alkali to produce a salt 
and water
• Reactivity series
A list of metals arranged in 
order of how reactive they are
• Displacement reaction
When a more reactive metal 
replaces a less reactive one out 
of a compound. A type of redox 
reaction.
• Metal ore
A rock containing enough metal 
to make it profitable to extract 

the metal from it. Often, but 
not always, on oxide.
• Oxidation
The gain of oxygen by an 
element or compound or the 
loss of electrons.
• Reduction
The loss of oxygen from a 
compound or the gain of 
electrons
• Redox reaction (higher)
When electrons are transferred 
between substances and both 
oxidation and reduction occur 
simultaneously.
• OILRIG
0xidation Is Loss (of electrons), 
Reduction Is Gain (of electrons)
• Ionic equations (higher)
Show only the particles that 
react and the products formed.
• Electrolysis
Splitting a substance up using 
electricity

Reactivity series and extraction of metals
If metal is below C in reactivity series it is extracted by 
heating with C. C is oxidised and the ore is reduced. If 
metal is more reactive the carbon, it is extracted by 
electrolysis.

Naming salts
• Hydrochloric acid forms chloride salts
• Nitric acid forms nitrate salts
• Sulfuric acid forms sulfate salts

Reactivity of metals
Metals that are more likely to ionise (lose electrons) 
are more reactive. Reactivity can be measured by 
comparing rate that gas is produced.
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RPA – making soluble salts
Soluble salts can be made by 
reacting an acid with a metal or 
insoluble base:
1) Put acid in a beaker. Gently 

warm acid using Bunsen 
Burner

2) Add insoluble reactant 
(usually metal oxide or 
metal carbonate) and stir

3) Keep adding insoluble 
reactant until it is in excess

4) Filter out excess insoluble 
reactant to get salt solution

Get pure, solid crystals by 
crystallisation:
1) Heat solution using water 

bath or heater
2) Stop heating and leave 

solution to cool
3) Dry crystals

Electrolysis theory
Compound to be split needs to be ionic and molten/aqueous.
Positive ions (cations) are attracted to the negative electrode 
(cathode). Negative ions (anions) are attracted to the positive 
electrode (anode).

Strength and concentration of acids (higher only)
• Acids produce H+ ions when in an aqueous solution.
• Strong acids dissociate fully and produce lots of H+ ions, weak 

acids only dissociate partially.
• The higher the concentration of H+ ions, the more reactive the 

acid
• The lower the pH, the higher the concentration of H+ ions. A 

decrease of 1 on pH scale = increase in factor of 10 of H+ ions.
• Concentration of acid = number of acid molecules in a volume, 

not number of dissociated molecules

Electrolysis theory (higher)
• Reduction occurs at the cathode, oxidation occurs at the anode
• Half equations show the reactions at each electrode, eg:
Pb2+ +  2e- Pb (at cathode)
2Br- - 2e- Br2 (at anode)
• If electrolyte is in solution, more than one product is made at 

the electrode:
Cathode – H2 produced if metal is more reactive than H. Metal 
produced if it is less reactive then H.
Anode – Halogen gas produced if halide ions present. Oxygen gas 
and water produced if no halide ions.

Electrolysis RPA – to be able 
to identify what as been made 
in an electrolysis experiment.
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Glossary:
• Titration
A quantitative 
procedure in which two 
solutions react in a 
known ratio, so if the 
concentration of one 
solution is known and 
the volumes of both are 
measured, the 
concentration of the 
other solution can be 
determined.
• Titre
Volume of one reactant 
needed to react 
completely with the 
other reactant in a 
titration.
• Concordant titres
Titres within 0.20 cm³ 
(or sometimes 0.10 
cm³) of each other.
• Burette
A piece of apparatus 
used to add varying but 
measured volumes of 
solution during a 
titration.

• Pipette
A piece of apparatus 
used to measure 
accurate and repeatable 
volumes of liquid. Also 
called a volumetric 
pipette.
• Indicator
A substance that has 
different colours, 
depending upon the pH 
of the solution it is in.
• End-point
In a titration, the point 
at which the indicator 
first permanently 
changes colour.
• Concentration
The concentration of a 
solution is the amount 
of solute per volume of 
solution. 
Chemists measure 
concentration in moles 
per cubic decimetre 
(mol/dm3). 

Titrations

The results of a titration can be used to calculate the concentration of 
a solution, or the volume of solution needed.

Concentration in 
mol/dm3 =

Calculating a 
concentration
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Glossary:

• Magnetic
Materials attracted by 
magnets

• Magnetic field
Region of force around 
magnet

• Permanent magnet
A magnet that 
produces its own 
magnetic field

• Induced magnet
A temporary magnet 
that  Becomes magnet 
when placed in a 
magnetic field

• North seeking pole
End of magnet pointing 
north

• South seeking pole
End of magnet pointing 
south

• Magnetic flux
Lines drawn to show 
magnetic field. Lots of 
lines = stronger 
magnets.

• Magnetic flux 
density

Number of lines of 
magnetic flux in a given 
area

Equation:

Force (N) = Magnetic 
flux density (T) x 
current (A) x length (m)

Poles of a magnet.
• where the magnetic forces are strongest.
• When two magnets are brought close
together they exert a force on each other..
• Two like poles repel each other.
• Two unlike poles attract each other.
• Attraction and repulsion between two 

magnetic poles are examples of 
non-contact force
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Magnetic fields.
• Region around a magnet where a force acts on another magnet or on a magnetic 

material (iron, steel, cobalt and nickel).

• The force between a magnet and a magnetic material is always one of attraction.

• The strength of the magnetic field depends on the distance from the magnet. 

• The field is strongest at the poles of the magnet.

• The direction of a magnetic field line is from the north (seeking) pole of a magnet 
to the south(seeking) pole of the magnet.

• A magnetic compass contains a small bar magnet. The Earth has a magnetic field. 
The compass needle points in the direction of the Earth’s magnetic field.



Electromagnetism
• When a current flows through a conducting wire a magnetic field is 

produced around the wire. 
• The strength of the magnetic field depends on the current through the 

wire and the distance from the wire.
• Shaping a wire to form a solenoid increases the strength of the magnetic 

field created by a current through the wire. 
• The magnetic field inside a solenoid is strong and uniform.
• The magnetic field around a solenoid has a similar shape to that of a bar 

magnet. 
• Adding an iron core increases the strength of the magnetic field of a 

solenoid. 
• An electromagnet is a solenoid with an iron core.
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Fleming's left hand rule (Higher only)

• When a conductor carrying a current is placed in a 
magnetic field the magnet producing the field and the 
conductor exert a force on each other. 

• This is called the motor effect
• Fleming's left-hand rule represents the relative 

orientation of the force, the current in the conductor 
and the magnetic field.

• For any given combination of current and magnetic 
field strength, the force is greatest when the direction 
of the current is 90° to the direction of the magnetic 
field. 

• There is no motor effect force if the current and 
magnetic field are parallel to each other.

Electric motors (Higher only)

Thumb
Direction of 
movement.

First 
finger

Direction of 
magnetic field.

Second 
finger

Direction of 
current. 

Electric motors (Higher only)
• A coil of wire carrying a current in a magnetic 

field experiences a force that tends to make it rotate. 
• This effect can be used to make an electric motor.

•current in the left hand part of the coil causes a downward 
force, and current in the right hand part of the coil causes an 
upward force
• the coil rotates anti-clockwise 
• When the coil is vertical, it moves parallel to the magnetic 
field, producing no force. This would tend to make the motor 
come to a stop, but two features allow the coil to continue 
rotating:
the momentum of the motor carries it on round a little
a split ring commutator changes the current direction every half 
turn
O nce the conducting brushes reconnect with the commutator 
after a half turn:
current flows in the opposite direction through the wire in the 
coil
each side of the coil is now near the opposite magnetic pole
This means that the motor effect forces continue to cause anti-
clockwise rotation of the coil.



Glossary:
• Induced potential
When a conducting 
wire moves through a 
magnetic field, p.d. is 
produced
• Generator effect
Generates electricity 
by inducing current or 
p.d.
• p.d
Potential difference 
(voltage).
• Transformer
Two coils of wire onto 
an iron core.

• Loudspeakers 
Convert variations in 

current in electrical 
circuits to the 
pressure variations in 
sound waves.
• Moving-coil 

microphone
A microphone in 
which electrical 
signals are produced 
when the pressure 
variations in sound 
waves vibrate a coil of 
wire within a 
magnetic field.
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To increase the size of the induced potential 
difference/current:
• The coil of wire should be rotated faster;
• The magnetic field should be made 

stronger;
• The number of turns of wire on the coil 

should be increased.

Tr
an

sf
o

rm
er Alternating current supplied to primary 

coil,  making magnetic field change. Iron 
core becomes magnetised, carries
changing magnetic field to secondary 
coil.  This induces p.d.

Power supplied to primary coil = power supplied to secondary coil
Vp X Ip = Vs X Is

Loudspeaker- A fluctuating electric current 
flows through the coil of wire. The coil of wire 
then becomes an electromagnet of variable 
strength.
The electromagnet is then attracted or repelled 
away from the permanent magnet.
This causes the cone to move – producing a 
sound.

Microphones contain a diaphragm 
that moves when sound waves hit 
it.  The movement of the 
diaphragm makes the coil of wire 
move relative to the magnet, 
which induces a current in the 
wires (the generator effect).


